This all steel construction unit contains a foot pump style mechanism that handles loads up to 2,200 lbs. The Tote-A-Load contains dual lifting chains to add extra support for lifting your product.

### Specifications

- **Capacity**: 2,200 lbs.
- **Fork Size**: 6½"W x 43"L x 3½"H
- **Lowered Height**: 3½"
- **Raised Height**: 31½"
- **Overall Fork Width (BL-220)**: 20½"
- **Overall Fork Width (BL-270)**: 26½"
- **Load Wheels (Poly-on-Steel)**: 3" x 2"
- **Steering Wheels (Poly-on-Steel)**: 6" x 1½"
- **Weight**: 260 lbs.
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### Features

- Pump Handle has Two Lifting Speeds to Accommodate for Light or Heavy Loads.
- Chrome Plated Telescoping Pump Rod
- Debris Guard Located Above Cylinder Housing to Reduce the Likelihood of Contamination.
- Side Stabilizers provide balance to unit when load is lifted or the product is taken off one side at a time.
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